Technology Solutions for the
Healthcare Industry
Improve the Patient Experience and Protect Patient Healthcare Information

Fusion Connect helps Healthcare providers address today’s technology and security challenges, so you
can focus on treating your patients. Our cloud-based communications and collaboration systems help
healthcare organizations improve the way you interact with your patients while protecting the privacy
and security of patient health information in accordance with HIPAA. Our network services, including
Wide Area Networks, VPNs and Managed WiFi, deliver the secure connectivity healthcare organizations
require to run your mission-critical applications and provide consistent, quality patient care.
Phone Systems and Unified Communications
Empower doctors and staff to stay connected
and handle calls professionally, from anywhere.
Enable doctors, technicians and staff to
collaborate instantly among themselves and with
patients via secure chat, text, screen sharing,
and audio and video conferencing. Phone
features, such as virtual receptionists, flexible call
routing options, call recording, support mobility
and improve your professional presence while
safeguarding patient information.

High-Speed Internet
Connect your practice, administrative offices
and remote care providers with a wide range of
business-class broadband services including
Ethernet, T1, DSL, cable and broadband wireless,
available nationwide. Empower speed-hungry
applications, from high-resolution videoconferencing to massive data replication and
backup. Ensure your cloud-based applications are
always accessible and optimized by making your
network connection bulletproof, guaranteed.

Secure Networking
Fusion Connect’s network security experts take
the guesswork, risk, and hassle out of deploying
a network that supports your mission-critical
network traffic and patient data security.

Managed Wi-Fi
Support wireless medical devices, improve
your patient and waiting room experience, and
empower staff with access to reliable and secure
WiFi solutions.

FUSION CONNECT
ADVANTAGE

Experience. Over 20 years of
providing effective technology
solutions to major retail and
restaurant brands
Coverage. A nationwide
service portfolio backed by
industry-leading Service Level
Agreements
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Service. Dedicated project
management and expert
network solution design to
build the right service for our
customers

Simplicity. Fusion Connect is
your single provider for internet,
business phone, and network
management across all of your
locations nationwide

Support. Our 100% U.S.-based
technical support team is
available 24/7

fusionconnect.com | 888-301-1721

